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Abstract
Consistent increases in cumulative freight tonnages, combined with the move towards increased higher-speed intercity passenger rail operation, have placed greater demands on North American railroad infrastructure. Concrete sleepers and fastening system components are known to fail at a wide range of life cycle intervals when subjected to demanding loading environments. Such failures can cause track geometry defects, require repetitive maintenance procedures, and present critical engineering challenges. Rail seat deterioration, the degradation of the concrete material beneath the rail, has been identified through a survey of North American Class I railroads to be the most-critical engineering challenge for concrete sleepers. Shoulder/fastener wear or fatigue was identified by the same survey as the second-most-critical engineering challenge related to concrete sleepers. Lateral forces transferred through the fastening system are thought to be a primary cause of degradation of insulators. The objective of this study is to quantify the demands on the insulator through analysis of the transfer of lateral wheel loads into the fastening system by measuring the magnitude of the lateral forces entering the shoulder, a component of the fastening system adjacent to the insulator. The lateral load evaluation device (LLED) was developed at the University of Illinois in Urbana Champaign to quantify these forces. Data captured by the LLED will assist the rail industry in moving towards the mechanistic design of future fastening systems, by quantifying the lateral forces in the fastening system under representative loading conditions. Information gained through this study will also lead to a better understanding of the frictional forces at key interfaces in the fastening system. Preliminary results show that the transfer of lateral wheel loads into the fastening system is highly dependent on the magnitude of the lateral wheel loads and the frictional characteristics of the fastening system.
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Introduction
Concrete sleepers and elastic fastening systems are typically installed in demanding loading environments, such as lines with heavy axle load (HAL) freight traffic, high degrees of curvature, steep grades, extreme climates, higher-speed rail traffic, or passenger rail traffic that requires strict geometric tolerances. These loading environments may be too demanding for conventional timber sleepers, limiting their life cycles and increasing the cost-effectiveness of concrete sleepers. Although concrete sleepers may provide a better option than conventional timber sleepers in demanding environments, they are not without their design and performance challenges. Rail seat deterioration (RSD), the degradation of the concrete material beneath the rail, has been identified through a survey of North American Class I railroads to be the most-critical engineering challenge associated with concrete sleepers. Shoulder/fastener wear or fatigue was identified through the same survey as the second-most-critical engineering challenge for concrete sleepers. Shoulder/fastener wear or fatigue causes excessive rail movement, which expedites the RSD process.

The component located between the rail base and the anchorage point for the elastic clip is commonly referred to as an insulator (Figure 1). The insulator is a critical component, given that it is in contact with nearly every other component within the fastening system. However, although the insulator is a critical...
component it is also designed to be a sacrificial wear component to prevent the rail or shoulder from wearing. As an insulator wears, it can lose the ability to maintain track gauge, attenuate lateral bearing forces to the shoulder, provide electrical isolation, or transmit the design clamping force from the clip to the rail. Furthermore, as an insulator wears, some track geometry defects (e.g. wide gauge) will become more prevalent and excessive rail movement can occur, accelerating the failure mechanisms of other fastening system components or the concrete sleeper itself (e.g. rail pad wear and RSD).\textsuperscript{2,3} This presents the engineering challenge of designing an insulator that can withstand the demands at this critical interface while also maintaining the integrity of the entire fastening system.

By quantifying the lateral forces passing through the insulator and bearing on the shoulder, researchers at the University of Illinois in Urbana Champaign (UIUC) have been able to gain valuable insight into the loading demands placed on it, allowing for progression towards the mechanistic design of these fastening system components. Mechanistic design is a process derived from analytical and scientific principles, considering field loading conditions and performance requirements.\textsuperscript{4}

**Measurement Technology**

UIUC researchers have designed the lateral load evaluation device (LLED) to measure the lateral bearing forces acting on the shoulder and aid in the mechanistic design of the fastening system and its components. The LLED is a beam-shaped instrument that has two defined points of contact with the shoulder that act as outer supports and two defined points of contact with the insulator that are narrower than the supports. Under load, this specific geometry induces a bending action on the beam. The LLED contains four strain gauges, which are wired into a full Wheatstone bridge to measure bending strain under load. Two strain gauges are applied horizontally 1 inch from the center of the LLED to measure compressive strains (Figure 2(a)). The locations of the gauges are between the points of contact with the insulator to minimize damage to the gauges. The other two strain gauges used to measure tensile strains are applied horizontally 1 inch from the center of the LLED between the two supports (Figure 2(b)).

For installation of the instrument, the face of the shoulder of the fastening system is removed using a handheld grinder and a straight edge to ensure that the original dimensions, after placement of the LLED, are maintained (Figure 3(a) and (b)). Once the shoulder face is removed, the LLED replaces it (Figure 3(c)). Although not seen in Figure 3, a thin steel insert is placed between the insulator and the two points of contact with the LLED. This is done to ensure that the points of loading do not penetrate into the comparatively soft insulator material (Nylon 6/6). If this were to happen, it could possibly damage the strain gauge bridge, or could turn the two-point component into a point load.

![Component description of the Safelok I fastening system.](image1)

**Figure 1.** Component description of the Safelok I fastening system.

![LLED strain gauge location and orientation.](image2)

**Figure 2.** LLED strain gauge location and orientation.
load into a distributed load, negatively impacting the accuracy of the results.\textsuperscript{4}

The stiffness of the LLED and insert were chosen such that the stiffness of the system remained similar to its original condition. The primary advantage of this technology is that the original fastening system geometry is maintained, thus clip installation procedures and all fastening system components remain the same. Furthermore, material selection and geometry were also designed to reduce experimental error caused by different stiffness values from those of an unaltered fastening system. The LLED also provides researchers with the ability to understand how variables associated with friction (e.g. materials and geometry) alter the lateral load path in addition to the magnitudes of lateral fastening system forces.\textsuperscript{5}

An image of the the device on a fully installed Safelok I fastening system can be seen in Figure 4.

Calibrations of the LLEDs were conducted prior to field testing using a uniaxial loading frame. During calibration the LLEDs were supported on a plate by two small steel blocks and loaded with a self-leveling loading head to ensure perpendicular loading during calibration. Loads were applied statically in 1 kip (4.5 kN or 1000 pounds) increments with the corresponding strains being recorded from the strain gauges attached to the beam. The strains recorded from the LLEDs, along with the corresponding load applied to the instrument, were resolved into calibration curves and used to analyze data from field measurements.

Assumptions about the Lateral Load Path

Researchers at UIUC and elsewhere have succeeded in measuring and quantifying the load path in the vertical direction through the use of strain gauges and additional instrumentation in the fastening system.\textsuperscript{6} Additionally, researchers at UIUC have successfully implemented matrix-based tactile surface sensors to measure the pressure distribution in the vertical direction at the interface of the rail pad and concrete rail seat.\textsuperscript{7} However, there have been few attempts to quantify and understand the mechanisms of lateral force restraint in the fastening system at a level that would guide design and maintenance practices.\textsuperscript{8} Furthermore, the mechanisms by which lateral forces are restrained (i.e. bearing or frictional forces) are not well-understood.

For the Safelok I fastening system, it is assumed that the majority of the lateral forces from wheels are restrained by bearing forces (e.g. acting on the shoulder) and frictional forces (e.g. acting between the rail and rail pad and the rail pad and rail seat). This relationship is expressed in equation (1)

\[
L_R = \Sigma L_B + \Sigma L_F + \Sigma L_r
\]

where \(L_R\) is the total lateral restraining force, \(\Sigma L_B\) is the summation of the lateral bearing forces, \(\Sigma L_F\) is the summation of the lateral frictional forces and \(\Sigma L_r\) is the summation of the lateral residual forces.

All lateral bearing forces within a fastening system are measured by the LLED, as there are no other surfaces for lateral forces to bear on in a Safelok I-type fastening system. Lateral bearing restraint forces are affected by geometric tolerances within the track structure and fastening system as well as the stiffness of the lateral fastening system.\textsuperscript{9}

Lateral frictional
restraint forces occur at the interfaces between the rail and rail pad as well as the rail pad and rail seat. Lateral frictional restraint forces are affected by the vertical wheel load, material properties of the components of the fastening system, and their frictional characteristics relative to one another. The final term in equation (1), the summation of the lateral residual forces, is included to account for all minor forces acting to resist the lateral force applied to the rail. An example of these forces is the lateral resistance from the fastening system clips (both field and gauge-side clips).

Frictional forces require a force normal to the plane of the interface between two surfaces, and the relationship is expressed in equation (2)

\[ L_F = \mu N \]  

where \( L_F \) is the lateral frictional force, \( \mu \) is the coefficient of friction (COF) between fastening system components (i.e. rail–rail pad, and rail pad–rail seat) and \( N \) is the force applied normal to the frictional plane (i.e. component of the vertical wheel load).

As explained by basic principles of the physics of mechanics, the friction as seen in equation (2) can be either static or kinetic, depending on the amount of force applied perpendicular to the rail seat and lateral force applied to the rail head. Static frictional forces are achieved from the interlocking of two or more surfaces to prevent any relative motion.10 This static frictional force is present until some limit is reached, at which point motion occurs.10 After static friction has been overcome and relative motion between the rail, rail pad, and rail seat occurs, kinetic friction is achieved. This kinetic friction typically has a lower COF than the static COF just prior to the threshold of motion. A simplified figure displaying static and kinetic friction can be seen in Figure 5.

This paper presents results from field experiments that were designed to understand the variables that affect the lateral force restraint mechanisms in the fastening system. To better understand the relationship between lateral bearing and frictional restraint forces, the following points are investigated.

1. The effect of lateral frictional restraint forces \( \left( \Sigma L_F \right) \) on the total lateral restraining force \( \left( L_R \right) \) by only varying the applied vertical wheel load (i.e. force applied normal to the frictional planes).
2. The percentage of total lateral restraining force \( \left( L_R \right) \) that is restrained by the lateral bearing forces, frictional forces or residual forces \( \left( \Sigma L_B, \Sigma L_F, \Sigma L_r \right) \) as the applied lateral wheel load increases in a three sleeper distribution.
3. The lateral restraint forces under dynamic loading.

**Experimental setup in the field**

The field experiments and results described in this paper were conducted on a segment of tangent track on the Railroad Test Track (RTT) and a segment of curved track on the High Tonnage Loop (HTL) at the Transportation Technology Center in Pueblo, Colorado. Different static loading scenarios (e.g. load magnitudes, \( L/V \) ratios, etc.) were applied to the track using the track loading vehicle (TLV) owned by the Association of American Railroads (AAR). The TLV uses a deployable axle capable of applying various combinations of vertical and lateral loads to simulate typical track-loading conditions. Although there was some variability in the contact patch between the wheel and rail, the overall benefits from this loading apparatus outweigh its limitations, as it gives researchers the ability to apply accurate single-axle loads without the effect of adjacent axles.

A HAL freight train was used to apply vertical and lateral forces under the loading conditions of the HTL at speeds of 2, 15, 30, 40 and 45 mile/h (3, 24, 48, 64 and 72 km/h, respectively). The HAL freight train consisted of three six-axle locomotives and 10 freight cars of varying weights and was used to simulate the dynamic loading of a freight train. Both test sections consisted of a 136RE rail section, concrete sleepers spaced at 24 inches (610 mm) center-to-center, Safelok I-type fastening systems, and premium ballast. Figure 6 shows the location and naming convention of the instrumentation within each test section. In each location, LLEDs were installed on the field side of three adjacent sleepers. Data were recorded at a sampling rate of 2000 Hz to accurately measure the LLED response under static and dynamic loading. All instrumentation was zeroed after installation and before any experimental data was recorded; this was in order to remove any successive forces or displacements associated with installation procedures. The measured data quantified the applied static forces from the TLV or dynamic forces from passing trains.

![Figure 5. Simplified friction versus lateral force diagram.](image-url)
The effect of varying the applied vertical wheel load

The RTT was chosen for static testing to minimize variability due to vehicle-track dynamics in the curve. The LLED at rail seat Q on the RTT was compromised during static testing, making any data gathered from the LLED unreliable. However, rail seats B, C, E, S and U functioned properly (Figure 6). Data from the five functioning rail seats were analyzed to understand the influence of lateral wheel loads on lateral restraint forces in the fastening system. Figure 7 shows the average magnitude of the lateral bearing restraint forces measured by the LLEDs for given lateral wheel loads under constant 20 kip (89 kN) and 40 kip (178 kN) vertical wheel loads. These wheel loads were applied by the TLV directly over a specified rail seat. All data points plotted on Figure 7 from an individual rail seat are shown using a unique marker. The blue markers symbolize data collected under a constant 20 kip vertical load, and the red markers symbolize data collected under a constant 40 kip vertical load. Each data point represents a single load application to the rail and its corresponding LLED reading at five of the six rail seat locations being investigated.

The trends of the curves for 20 kip (89 kN) and 40 kip (178 kN) applied vertical wheel loads are similar. As the applied lateral wheel load increases under a constant vertical wheel load, an upward trend of lateral bearing restraint forces (i.e. forces measured by the LLED) can be seen. From the data collected during static experiments on the HTL, the difference between the average trend under 20 kip (89 kN) and 40 kip (178 kN) vertical forces appears to be negligible. The scatter of data points presented in Figure 7 may be due to varying support conditions at each rail seat and movement of the contact point of the applied load during the experiment.

As the vertical wheel load doubled, the difference between LLED forces under equivalent lateral wheel loads did not double, indicating that the frictional force did not act in the manner suggested by equation (2). This observation gives the impression that the COF-resisting applied lateral force is not constant; therefore, it is not operating in the kinetic friction range as portrayed in Figure 5. Contrary to this, analysis of lateral rail base displacement measurements taken at rail seats E, S and U showed that the rail base did move during the application of the load displayed in Figure 7. The maximum rail base displacement towards the field side under the 20 kip (89 kN) and 40 kip (178 kN) vertical load was 0.019 inches (0.483 mm) and 0.034 inches (0.864 mm) relative to the sleeper, respectively. The displacement of the rail base during the experimentation could be due to the deformation of the pad during the application of the load, or it could be due to the fact that the lateral load applied to the rail was enough to overcome the threshold of motion seen in Figure 5. Based on these observations, a reasonable conclusion cannot be drawn from Figure 7 about the effect of vertical wheel loads on both the lateral bearing and frictional restraint forces, however, it is hypothesized that slip-stick friction mechanisms between the components of the fastening system may be a contributing factor.

A similar trend regarding the effects of vertical wheel load can be seen in Figure 8. This figure shows the sum of the lateral forces from rail seats B, C and E as a function of the lateral wheel load under constant 20 kip (89 kN) and 40 kip (178 kN) vertical wheel loads applied by the TLV. In the creation of Figure 8, the assumption was made that the lateral load applied to the rail is mainly distributed into the...
three sleepers within the track structure. This assumption is based on prior research conducted at UIUC, which was incorporated into recent updates to the lateral load distribution section of the AREMA 2015 Manual Chapter 30. With respect to the friction and residual curves seen in Figure 8, it is assumed that the majority of this component is due to friction, however, other lateral resisting forces may also contribute to the trend. These other lateral resisting forces may include lateral resistance from the field and gauge clips. Based on equation (1) and equation (2), the difference between the lines for frictional + residual forces and bearing forces under a 20 kip (89 kN) vertical load should be smaller than that under a 40 kip (178 kN) vertical wheel load (i.e. bearing forces should increase and frictional forces should decrease). However, both 20 kip (89 kN) and 40 kip (178 kN) vertical wheel load plots appear to produce similar results for both frictional and bearing forces. Due to the uncertainty in the contribution of friction, this is an area for future research.

Percentage of lateral restraint forces

As previously mentioned, lateral frictional restraint forces are assumed to be the major contributing factor to the difference between the applied lateral wheel load and the sum of all consecutive LLEDs (i.e. lateral bearing restraint forces). As the applied lateral wheel load increases, the lateral frictional + residual forces begin to decrease and the bearing restraint forces begin to increase (Figure 8). A similar trend has also been observed through the analysis of results from UIUC’s three-dimensional finite element model of the same sleeper and fastening system used in the field. Figure 9 shows the change in lateral restraint forces as a function of the lateral wheel load. The bearing forces decreases from approximately 3.7 at 4 kip (17.8 kN) of lateral wheel load to 1.7 at 22 kip (97.9 kN) of lateral wheel load, a decrease of 54%. The percentage of the applied lateral wheel load restrained by lateral bearing restraint forces increases from approximately 21% at 4 kip (17.8 kN) of lateral wheel load to 37% at 22 kip (97.9 kN) of lateral wheel load, an increase of 16%. This trend indicates that as the lateral wheel load increases, the percentage of the applied lateral wheel load restrained by lateral frictional and lateral residual forces decreases whereas the percentage of applied lateral wheel load restrained by bearing forces increases. This shows that as the lateral wheel load increases, the demands on the insulator and shoulder increase due to a higher percentage of the lateral wheel load being restrained by bearing forces.

Static versus dynamic lateral restraint forces

Figure 10 shows peak LLED forces under a HAL freight train from all axles and tested speeds as a function of the lateral wheel load. The lateral wheel loads shown in Figure 10 were collected from lateral strain bridges installed on the rail in the three sleeper instrumentation setup shown in Figure 6. The data indicate that under a 20 kip (89 kN) lateral wheel load, the lateral bearing restraint force is approximately 7000 lbf (31.1 kN) for rail seat U and 10,700 lbf (47.6 kN) when extrapolated for rail seat E. This would equate to a percentage of applied lateral wheel load restrained by lateral bearing forces of 35% and 54% for rail seats U and E, respectively. Although the data cannot be directly compared, due to different testing locations (RTT versus HTL), it can be noted that rail seat U on the low rail of the HTL behaved similarly to the averaged data from the RTT. However, rail seat E on the high rail of the HTL produced much higher magnitudes of lateral bearing forces than the remaining data. Such a high percentage
of lateral bearing forces under dynamic loads may be due to the rate of load application from the passing train and vehicle wheel-rail interaction.

Although there appears to be a correlation between lateral bearing forces and lateral wheel loads, there is still variability between the two metrics that is in need of explanation. Work has been previously conducted to understand the role friction plays on abrasion mechanisms of the concrete rail seat, as well as the role lateral fastening system stiffness plays on the magnitudes of lateral bearing forces.\cite{Van_Dyk_B, Hay_WW}

Despite the research completed to date, a comprehensive understanding of the role friction plays in the transfer of lateral wheel loads into the fastening system does not exist.\cite{Van_Dyk_B, Hay_WW, Williams_et_al}

This research will be continued with a stronger emphasis on the frictional characteristics of the fastening system and its effect on lateral restraint forces in concrete sleeper fastening systems.

Conclusions

This study used data collected from field implementation of the LLED to evaluate the influence of frictional characteristics and bearing forces within the Safelok I fastening system. Static observations from the field show a high degree of correlation and result in the following conclusions and observations.

1. From the experiments performed and data analyzed in this study, under equivalent static lateral loading conditions, the magnitude of the static vertical load does not seem to have a significant effect on the lateral bearing restraint forces.
2. Under a constant vertical load, as the static lateral wheel load increases, the percentage of the applied lateral wheel load restrained by bearing forces increases.

The LLED will be able to help researchers quantify the lateral restraint forces on the shoulder with minimal changes to the overall geometry of the fastening system. The creation of this device will allow researchers to better understand the lateral load path through a given fastening system, as well as the lateral load distribution through the track’s superstructure. The LLED is durable enough to collect repetitive force data from a given location under the heavy haul load conditions that exist in North America, which has been a limiting factor in prior lateral load path investigations. The device has the potential to help investigate how parameters, such as friction within a given fastening system, affect the lateral load path through the track structure.
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